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Announcements
● Homework 6 solutions posted
● Midterm 2 next Thursday in class slot with extra time (like Midterm 1)
● Catch-up discussion next week?



You are responsible for material covered in homeworks, labs, discussions

Delay, wires, power, etc (lectures 9 - 12)

● Review Taehwan’s discussion (5) for summary and overview of topics
● Understand homework questions, answers, and concepts
● Midterm questions won’t be as hard

Microprocessor design, instructions, logic elements (lectures 13 - 17)

Midterm coverage



Processor vocab + basics
ISA, ALU, Immediate, Byte, Half-word, Word

Instruction fetch, instruction decode, ALU op(eration), Memory op, Write back



Processor vocab + basics
Always at least:

datapath + controller + memory

Number of execution steps (stages) 
is flexible. Typical RISC-V:

1. Instruction fetch
2. Instruction decode
3. ALU op(eration)
4. Memory op
5. Write back



Data Hazards
Named after what should happen if nothing goes wrong:

● Read-after-Write (RAW)
● Write-after-Read (WAR)
● Write-after-Write (WAW)
● What about Read-after-read (RAR) ? R1 <- R2 + R3

R4 <- R1 + R2

R2 <- R1 + R3
R1 <- R4 + R5

R1 <- R2 + R3
R4 <- R5 + R6
R1 <- R6 + R7



Other hazards
Control

● When branching, processor does not know what the next instruction will be 
until some time later

● What should it run next?

Structural

● When things don’t fit in places at the same time
● e.g. if memory writes take a long time and we can’t issue multiple 

simultaneous requests



Question time













Next question





Assuming we can forward the result of an ALU operation from stage 3 to stage 2, 
how many cycles does the block of code take to execute?



What is the CPI?

9 cycles/7 instructions = 1.26 CPI

If the critical path is 1.2 ns, how long does the code take to execute?

1.2 * 9 = 10.8 ns



Next question
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